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hi the level of greatness require# 
through the centuries; those which
#b achieve a certain degree of timelessness and never lose their 
aftteal to audiences and critics alike. Although reams are written 
about them, their fascination seems inexhaustible, as new views, new 
ideas, and new interpretations continue to emerge and develop. Some 
works--whether poetry, novel, or drama-are so very complex and 
deliciously intricate that they become the source of apparently endless 
study.
The focus of this thesis is directed toward just such a topic. The 
history of Spanish literature is rich with written treasures; Miguel de
Cervantes, Calderdn de la Barca, and Adolfo Bdcquer are but a few who 
have enhanced the arts. Rather than concentrating on one specific 
drama by one specific author, however, 1 have chosen a particular 
literary figure: the infamous Don Juan Tenorio. Given the multiple 
works featuring Don Juan, I have not attempted to encompass them 
all, nor have I tried to restrict myself to a single portrayal. Instead, I 
have chosen the two best known pieces; the original Don Juan Tenorio, 
El burlador de Sevilla, by Tirso de Molina, and the Don Juan Tenorio 
bom of the romanticist Josl Zorrilla.
The emphasis in the following chapters lies not on the plays 
themselves-their style, structure, et cetera-but rather more 
specifically on the figure of Don Juan. Special attention is paid to his 
relationships with those around him. in order to better understand
the i into which each was bom: ift the ease of Tirso de Molina, this 
would be die Siglo de Oro. or baroque period, and in the case of Jos6 
Zorritla, the romantic period. Therefore a brief look at both eras is 
included and each Don Juan is viewed as a result of his cultural time 
period. Perhaps most important is the look at the old and continuing 
fascination, almost obsession, with the character of Don Juan, and the 
facets of his personality and actions that are responsible for or 
contribute to this allure.
The purpose of these pages is to instill in the reader some 
appreciation and awareness of the similarities and differences 
between these two versions of Don Juan, as well as to explore and 
attempt to discover precisely what it is that makes this figure so 
irresistibly compelling to his audiences as well as to his victims. These 
versions have been selected not only for reason of their fame, but also 
because they are the two major Spanish versions of the drama, which 
seems only appropriate given his Spanish blood; both paint a picture 
of Don Juan that is unforgettable.
Don Juan has been incorporated into Western society in many 
ways since he was first born in 1630; those secrets that he reveals and 
which can be are emulated (though rarely to the same degree of 
success, triumph, and disaster) by individuals, both male and female 
alike. He has become an almost mythical symbol of sexual conquest, 
the likes of which have not been seen since the ancient Grecian days

I, fKe Undying Allow of Don Juan Tenorio
Literature is mow than just words, mow than just well crafted 
stories; literature possesses a magic that captures our imagination. 
Great literature captures generations of minds; it challenges and 
inspires with a power that surpasses a single age or era, but which 
goes beyond the chains of time to become a true classic. Such stories 
may weave their magic through a variety of spells: the exceptional 
beauty of its language, perhaps, or the brilliant intricacy of its plot, or 
by the cwation of a character who steps from the pages and becomes 
a part of society itself. A number of characters have emerged in this 
fashion: their very essence has joined society and their names have 
come to symbolize an ideal. For example, there is Shakespeare’s 
Hamlet, a tragic figure who has come to represent the morbid, self­
torturing philosopher. There is Robin Hood, romanticized by literature 
to be enemy of the rich, champion of the poor. Spain's own Don 
Quixote, the pure idealist who believes he can make a difference, even 
if it means fighting windmills. And, of course. Don Juan, the great 
lover, the gwat deceiver. He, the greatest womanizer of all time, is 
perhaps the most thoroughly embraced by society. But why has he so 
fascinated readers for three and a half centuries, his name as well- 
known today as three hundred and fifty years ago? Don Juan, as 
repugnant as he is compelling, as repulsive as he is attractive, has 
seduced audiences and drawn them into his spell. The allure behind
is at.
It has been argued that Don Itian is a figure consummately 
Spanish in nature, "esparto! el nombre del personaje y el tema 
m ism o"1, that he is the encarnation of the Spanish mentality 
(Cuatrecasas, 305). Cuatrecasas bases this argument on that "El 
espaftolismo de Don Juan Tenorio se basa en sus defectos. Defectos 
genuinamente espafloles, asimilados como virtudes y exhibidos como
herofsmos." (307) He defines these "rasgos" as "Rasgos de una 
mentalidad deformada, mezcia cadtica de deshonor y altivez, de amor 
y depravacidn, de fe y de vicio, de cinismo y de valor. De absurd idad
y de misticismo sublime." (304). It is Don Juan's contradictions of
character which make him so interesting: his facade of honor hiding
his lack thereof, his charm and lovely promises disguising his lies, his 
seeming caballerosidad masking his untrustworthiness; "La mezcia de 
valor, caballerosidad y lujuria, comienza a darle interns muy distinto 
al de un vulgar burlador." (Cuatrecasas, 302). Yet given the variety of 
reasons behind his appeal (which we shall soon explore), it seems odd 
that a nation would so eagerly claim someone who “simboliza la huella 
degenerada de los mds grandes defectos engendrados por el clima 
histdrico en el espiritu siempre orgulloso y gallardo del inddmito 
espafiol." (Cuatrecasas, 307). Indeed, Cuatrecasas claims that only 
Spaniards-and not all of them-can understand such a figure as Don 
Juan (307).
1 Amlrico Castro, quoted in Cuatrecasas, p. 302.
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Why is such a dubitable figure given such a warm reception in
Ids homeland, claimed so proudly as "exclusivamente propio de 
Espafla: es la personificacidn del cardcter andaluz" (Cuatrecasas, 307)? 
Raised in the heart of Andalucfa where the Moorish influence was still 
strong, Don Juan is the result of a sensual culture, a sensual climate.
He is a dangerous mix of these influences, caught in the crosscurrents 
created by the passion of the Moors on one side and the strict morals 
of die Catholic church on the other. He is a figure of contradictions 
because his background is a contradiction. Perhaps since it is the 
Spanish who are the most familiar with these very same cultural 
crosscurrents (because they do still exist; weaker now, perhaps, but 
still strongly felt) that they have such a sense of possessiveness in 
claiming him as their own. In spite of this, his universal seductiveness 
cannot limit him to Spain: "Don Juan es un ser real, que ha fiorecido 
en todos I os pafses." (Cuatrecasas, 308). Don Juan isn't restricted to 
delighting Spanish audiences; he has fascinated English, German,
M ian, Russian, and French audiences for many years.2
Don Juan is the ultimate "man's man”; even today, in an age 
where "machismo" is outdated and sexism is a watchword, the legend 
still endures that, in order to be a "real man" . one must be skilled at
2 Many countries and languages have their own version of Don Juan. For example, 
Lord Byron described an English version in his epic poem, Don Juan: Molitrc wrote 
his play, "Dom Juan*', in French; Mozart's opera, "Dom Giovanni", is written in Italian; 
the German language offers the play. "Don Juan odcr das stcincmc Gaslmahl" by 
Anon; and in Russian there is Dargomy/hski's opera, "Kamcnnyi Cost”. There are also 
versions in Norwegian, Dutch, Portuguese, Danish, Swedish, and Czechoslovakian 
which take the form of poems, plays, and operas.
m
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seduction and a talented lover. Or, as Correa explains it, "El dxito en la 
conquista del sexo femenino es signo inherente de hombffa...,Don Juan 
es prototipo de masculinidad y de hombrfa” (102-103). Thus it would 
seem that at least part of the reader's fascination, whether male or 
female, is envy: nearly everyone wishes some degree of power, some
of amount of success with the opposite sex; Don Juan's level of 
achievement is something that most people can only ever dream of.
One of the ingredients of Don Juan's skill is his mastery of 
language: he possesses such ability to manipulate words and create
with it that his victims are often overwhelmed. The magic he weaves 
with words are key in his conquest of Tisbea; “Y vuestro divino 
oriente/renazco, y no hay que espantar./pues vefs que hay de amar a 
mar/una letra solamente." (1.593-596), and "Con tu presencia recibo/el 
aliento que perdf" (1.693-640). This not only seduces his victims, but it 
also seduces his audience; everyone secretly desires to be told that 
they are wonderful. Aminta, too, succumbs to the lure of his words, 
"Envidia tengo al esposo"(ll.732); "Corriendo el camino acaso,/llegu£ a 
verte, que amor gufa/tal vez las cosas de suerte./que 61 mismo deltas 
se olvida./Vite, adordte, abraslme/tanto, que tu amor me anima/a que 
contigo me case"(ll!.243-249); and ”EI alma mfa/entre los brazos te 
ofrezco''(Ill.284-285).
In Zorrilla's play, Don Juan's verbal seduction reaches new 
heights; the exquisite beauty of his words is irresistible, in his letter 
to Doha Inds he writes, "Doha Inds del alma m(a....Luz de donde el sol
la toma./hermosfsima paloma...alma de mi alma/perpetuo imdii de mi 
vida,/perla sin concha escondida/ entre las algas de la mar..."
(i.III.iii.211,216-217,259-262). Later, in person, he shows that he isn't 
limited to words on paper, "Y esas dos Ifquidas perlas/que se 
desprenden tranquilas/de tus radiantes pupilas/conviddndome a 
beberlas./evaporarse, a no verlas,/de sf mismas al calor;/y ese 
enccndido color/que en tu semblante no habfa,/<,no es verdad, 
hermosa mfa,/que estdn respirando amor?" (I.iv.iil. 295*304). Yet even 
as his words draw the reader under his spell, he or she can't help but 
be vaguely repelled, because although everyone enjoys flattery, they 
wish it to be sincere; such questionable compliments and unabashed 
untruths dismay the reader. These easy lies poken by Don Juan 
(particularly by Tirso's, since they are so many and so frequent) seem 
wrong. And again, perhaps envy plays a role. Language is an 
arbitrary thing: in truth, it means exactly that which the speaker
wishes it to mean. However, most people are bound by a certain 
norm; the norm that defines the meaning of words and frowns upon 
lying. Don Juan displays a flagrant disregard for this standard that 
holds promises as something to be honored. He promises freely when 
it will aid him in the acquisition of something-or someone-’that he 
desires. His most popular promise is the oath to marry; with Doha 
Isabela, "Duquesa, de neuvo os juro/de cumplir el dulce sf" (1.3*4), 
(although, in reality, since Isabela believed him to be Don Otavio, he 
promises in someone else's name); with Tisbea, "te prometo de serAu
esposo" (1.928-929) and of course, "Juro, ojos bel!os...de let vtiestfd 
esposo." (1.940,942). To Aminta he vows "tu esposo tengo que ser"
(ill.234), and "Si acaso/Ia palabra y la fe mfa/te faltare, ruego t  
Dios/que a traicidn y alevosfa/me d6 muerte un hombre" (111.277-281). 
Many people are afraid to deceive so blatantly; their fear is of being 
discovered and punished. Don Juan doesn't seem to care about 
consequences, certain that any chastisement will be far in the future; 
";Qu< largo me lo fidis!" (1.904)
Part of Don Juan's magnetism is exactly that: his flagrant 
disregard for society's rules. He respects no one and nothing: not 
honor, not a promise, not even God. Wardropper suggests that “Don 
Juan succeeds in his deceits precisely because he destroys the 
conventions on which human coexistence is based." (63); Weinreb sees 
his actions as being, up to a point, "simply one more aristocratic young 
man, fulfilling his youthful desires." (427). He is an attractive rebel, 
"en rebelidn contra toda norma establecida....rebelde contra los 
poderes de la tierra y contra los poderes del cieio" (Ruiz Ramdn, 390), 
Yet at the same ».me, this attraction also repels: rebels are a threat to 
the established order of society; "his conduct thus threatens the whole 
social order" (Wardropper, 63). He is untamable; not intimidated even 
by God. He doesn't respect authority, whether it be his earthly father 
or his spiritual One.
Don Juan's character possesses a certain monstrous aspect; he 
horrifies even as he compels. As Covarrubias defines it, "MONSTRO, es
qualquier parto contra la regia y orde natural" (GonzKIez-G^ifluiMt ; 
40). This sums up nicely what has already been said in regard to Don 
Juan's repeated defiance of honor and recognized social convention*. 
Roberto Gonzdlez-Echevarria explains it thus, "...estos personajes son 
monstruos porque estan hechos de caracterfsticas opuestas y 
contradictorias." (p. 36). This applies in Don Juan's case exactly: he 
appears honorable, a caballero, when in reality he is anything but that. 
In another example, Gonzdlez-Echevarrfa suggests that "el monstruo 
es un accidente o un estadio transitorio en la evolucidn natural hacfa la 
perfeccidn." (p. 42). Indeed, Don Juan, in view of his utter disrespect 
for all things regarded as valuable (God, honor, the value of a 
promise), seems an aberration in the evolution toward a more perfect 
society. (In another light, however, particularly in view of the final 
scene in Tirso's work, when each character is finally matched with his 
or her appropriate partner, Don Juan can be seen as a social catalyst; it 
is as a result of his intervention that the couples are properly paired 
with their lovers and are saved from potentially disastrous unions 
with the wrong spouse.) In Zorrilla's play, Don Juan's own father 
refers his monstrosity in no uncertain terms, “Sf, vamos de aquf/donde 
tal monstruo no vea." ( i.l.x ii.786-787); later, the sculptor in the cemetery 
also exclaims in horror, "jQud monstruo, supremo Dios!" (il.I.ii. 181)
Don Juan's impact on his audience is a strong one; a combination 
of attraction and repulsion. Sullivan describes it as the "natural 
attractiveness of wickedness to both author and public alike." (p. 66).
*. ' - * , ' '
Part of this attraction/repulsion would seem to be envy, and 
righteous satisfaction. Envy is generated by Don Juan s skill with 
language and his blatant disregard for rules and authority; self- 
righteous satisfaction is found in knowing that he did not go 
unpunished for his actions. Horror is of course caused by the ease 
with which he betrays his word and his friends (De la Mota and Don 
Octavio). He is a challenge to the reader; "El valor del Tenorio es 
truculento siempre, espectacular y tortuoso." (Cuatrecasas. 313). Don 
Juan piques perfectly the paradoxical nature of humankind, in that the
very thing that most repels can also the same which is found so 
magnetically attractive.
II. Tirso's Don Juan: Man of the Baroque
vifllSlfll
The Siglo de Oro, or Spanish Golden Age, occurs amidst a world 
gone mad, as a result of the spiritual shake-up that has occurred as a 
result of the Reformation and the Counter Reformation, the moral 
issues being brought to light in the New World, the precarious state of 
the Spanish economy and the question of Spain's position as a world 
power. It is a time of violent, radical change; an "estado de 
desbordamiento, complication y agitacidn" (Orozco, 78). From this 
tumult emerges an art form that reflects the unrest from which it was 
born; an art form so vibrant, so colorful, so tense, that it is an assault 
upon the senses. "The mood of barely contained strain found
expression under | Tirso's | hands in an exuberant, compressed and 
prismatic use of language which we have termed Baroque." (Sullivan,
169-170). Francisco Ruiz Ramon describes the sensual assault well, 
"Cuando asistimos como espectadores a la representation escenica de 
una pieza de nuestro teatro clasico sentimos que su lenguaje va 
dirigido a nuestros cinco sentidos, a nuestra imagination y a nuestro 
entendimiento, y asf, trabajando al unisono sensibilidad, imagination e 
inteligencia, descubrimos que es esa armonfa de somido y sentido la 
que constituye la esencia misma de esa palabra, que es la palabra de 
la poesfa dramatica." (145).
The Baroque view of the world is a new way of looking at 
reality; it recognizes the fact that life is not purely happy nor purely
tragic, but rather is a blend of the two. It is a theatre of action
excitement, where life on the stage moves rapidly. There is an 
overwhelming abundance of everything: color, light, movement, 
language, ideas, and action, "...descubrimos la exageracidn, a veces 
excesiva, del lenguaje, alusiones mitoldgicas en abundancia, el 
decorado y el uso del color y el sentido.” (Garfield and Schulman, 131).
It is a style of expression that mirrors the unrest in which it was 
conceived.
The Spanish drama is ultimately written for the people, 
sometimes as a representation of the way in which the world is 
viewed, other times as the way it is wished to be; "Thus the drama, 
not only in its subject matter but in its very essence as a medium, 
satisfied the craving of the Spaniard to be shown his world as he felt it 
to be." (Sullivan, 127). It is an era where art is taken very personally; 
in theatre, dramas express the hopes and fears of every Spaniard-- 
about his country, his life, and his or her spiritual role in particular- 
on the stage. Meyron Peyton sees "the Baroque and the spiritual crisis 
of European man...as being one and the same." (Sullivan, 123).
The form of theatre known as comedia caused great debate at its 
inception; because it often attempts to capture many different aspects 
of life in a brief period, it was accused of being unrealistic. The 
purpose of comedy, however, is not to mimic life, but to capture its 
essence. It is not an imitation, but rather a reflection, or transfer3 , of
3 Tirso himself made a number of propositions about the comedia, including that it is 
a transfer (traslado) of life. His other propositions include that it recognizes no limits
life itself. It claims the freedom to imitate life and nature in ail her 
glory, without restriction of time or place. Under the old norms (as 
defined by Aristotle), all action within the play was to take place 
within a twenty-four hour period; the comedia refused to adhere to 
this, instead covering a span of days within the two-hour framework.
It claims that "...if the Greeks prescribed that a comedy should 
represent actions that could morally only take place in twenty-four 
hours, how can a lover fall in love, woo his lady, court her and marry 
tor between the morning and evening of a single day?" (Sullivan, p. 
75). The comedia, like life, mixes the comic and the tragic, the 
beautiful and the ugly, the carnal and the spiritual.
Among the characteristics of the comedia is the plurality of 
themes in a single work. El Burlador de Sevilla is a prime example of 
Ms; in the forefront of its various conflicts are the topics of honor, 
the supernatural (represented by El Comendador), one man's rebellion 
against society, and religious issues. Another characteristic is the 
coexistence of contrasts: the honorable and the dishonorable, the
supernatural and the real, the religious and the earthly. These ;wo 
characteristics, the plurality of themes and the coexistence of 
contrasts, are combined in Tirso's work. Among them are the issues of 
honor and the honorability of Don Juan's victims versus the 
dishonorability of Don Juan; the spiritual/supernatural resolution to
in genre or matter, that laughter and sadness go hand in hand, and that the comedia 
contains serious elements, moral counsel and authority for prudent persons 
(Sullivan, 79).
what had up to that point been a realistic story; and the religious 
issues, which Tirso cleverly includes by way of Don Juan s conviction 
that he can enjoy the fruits of youth, as long as he repents before his 
death: ";Tan largo me lo fiais!" (1.904). However, when his day of 
reckoning arrives considerably sooner than he had anticipated, he 
discovers that faith alone will not save him; good works are an 
essential part of salvation.
There is often a feeling in the Spanish theatre of the Golden Age 
that a happy ending is a requirement, that the author or playwright 
must settle everything satisfactorily for everyone involved. This, 
given the state of turmoil, both social and spiritual, of the time, is 
hardly surprising; the people looked to the theatre to discover the 
sense of order which they could not find in their own world. As has 
already been mentioned, the Spanish drama is a representation of the 
way the world is wished to be. Ruiz Ramon explains, Toda situation 
conflictiva se resuelve de golpe y como por cncanto.,..Los personajes se 
lo perdonan todo unos a otros, con tal que queden bien: la dama
perdona al galan sus engafios y sus infidelidades, con tal que este le de 
la mano de esposo; el padre perdona a la hija todas sus mentiras, con
tal que esta quede casada con su galan...... M etc. Cp. 244). This
describes precisely what occurs in the final scene of El .burUuhr dc 
Sevilla: by decree of the king, Isabela is paired off with Otavio, Ana
with the Marques de la Mota, Tisbea with Anfrisio, and Aminta with 
Batricio. Thus are all the conflicts resolved, social order is restored.
anil everyone lives happily ever after.
Religious issues are, naturally enough, in light of the recent 
Pletesiatii split and yet unsettled issues of faith in the Catholic Church, 
pervasive thoughout literature of this period; Baroque writers
"penetraron en general en la sensibilidad religiosa de la epoca" 
(Orozco, 69). There is a particular slant toward salvation; El burlador 
de Sevilla is no exception. He is an exception, however, in some ways:
the tendency of Baroque literature is to give everyone the opportunity
for salvation (Garfield and Schulman, 135). How, then, does Don Juan 
manage to escape a God with a reputation for mercy? By flaunting his 
arrogance in the face of divine reparation, particularly with his "tan 
largo me lo fidis" (III.473), Don Juan in effect challenges God, and leaves 
Him no choice but to punish him.
An intriguing aspect of the style of Baroque literature is the 
frequent feeling that something is being hidden behind so much
luxury and abundance; there is a certain sense °f disillusionment, a
spirit of trickery and irony (Garfield and Schulman, p. 130-131). Don
Juan springs immediately to mind. As el burlador de Sevilla, his 
numerous deceptions are well hidden, at least for a time, behind his
flowery compliments and his abundant promises. The various 
characters in the play are assuming that the era of caballerosidad and 
unshakeable honor still exists, Don Juan is a rejection of that era, of 
centuries of tradition; his actions betray all that was held sacred (and
his actions are all the more vile because his words declared him to be
a confirmation of that era). There is irony to be found in his 
punishment at the hands of Don Gonzalo, one of his victims, irony in 
that the society which he so successfully pulls asunder is put in order 
again, after his death. Such a conclusion to his numerous burlas seems 
poetic justice; that ultimately, one of his victims-and the most 
innocent of his victims, at that--triumphs over him and leads him to 
damnation because of his many sins.
Don Juan is in every wav a man of his time: a child of conflict, a
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product of turmoil. He has survived because that era of turmoil and 
change has never truly ended; the world is changing today even more 
rapidly than it did then. As a literary persona, he represents and 
reflects the era into which he was born, and continues to enthrall us 
because he is still able to bring that era alive for us. As colorful, 
vibrant, and intense as his society, Don Juan Tenorio has lived beyond 
his own time, and into our own.
Seduction is a time-honored art that can take many forms, hut 
which occurs primarily on one of two levels: on the physical level, or
on the mental level; the most celebrated is that which occurs on both. 
To be successful on the physical level is fairly straightforward; the 
true conquest is that which occurs in the mind of the victim. To be a 
successful seducer, one must find some essential flaw or weakness in 
the potential victim, and exploit it until the seduction is complete.
This is the talent of Don Juan Tenorio: to discover this weakness and 
manipulate it. In ail of his relationships there is some element of 
seduction, in which the person allows Don Juan to discover an 
elemental flaw that he can take advantage of. The purpose of the
deception isn't the physical seduction; in the case of Doha Ana, for 
example, the conquest is never consummated. The seduction occurs 
by way of the successful deception; the weapons of Don Juan are his 
words. As James Mandrel! says, "Don Juan's transgressions....constitute 
a progressively complex exploration of the nature of language as it 
functions in the world, as Don Juan's tool in seduction, and, finally, as 
his undoing." (166).
I will begin with the lovers of Don Juan; the four women who are 
his most obvious victims. DoAa Isabela, Tisbea, Doha Ana, and Aminta. 
Later, 1 will look at the men who were also his victims: Don Diego, Don
Pedro, Batricio, and the Marques de la Mota. The deception of the men
ill. El Burlador: Seduction through Weakness
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the mental level; Don Juan, as consummate trickster,
mlififiiJ&tes everyone.
Oofia Isabela is the first conquest of Don Juan of which we know; 
when we arrive on the scene, the seduction is already complete. 
Indeed, after his initial, fleeting reluctance to light a lamp, Don Juan
seems eager to enlighten her as to the true identity of her visitor;
"Matarete la luz yo." (1.13), thus showing that his interest in the 
conquest is not purely physical; included is his desire to show the 
victim that she has been tricked and deceived. She believes Don Juan
to be her secret lover, Don Octavio; Don Juan takes advantage of their 
secret nocturnal visits by replacing Don Octavio with himself. The 
success of Don Juan in this case is a result of Isabela's own deception; 
the trickster is tricked. Thus, Isabela's weakness is that she is already 
embroiled in secrets.
Following his escape from punishment at the palace, Don Juan 
falls into the arms of the fisherwoman, Tisbea. She is a social climber; 
she has frequently refused the men of her own social class, r~<d 
ignores their flattery: "desprecio soy (y) encanto;/a sus suspiros, 
sorda;/a sus ruegos, terrible;/a sus promesas, roca." (1.434-437). "le 
mato con desdenes" (1.461). When she discovers from Catalinon, 
however, that this half-drowned gentleman "Es aqueste sefior/del 
camarero mayor/del rey, por quien ser espero/antes de seis dfas 
conde/en Sevilla" (1.570-574), she takes him in her arms and wakes 
him with the words, "Mancebo excelente./gallardo. noble y
l./Volveu en vos, caballero." (1.579-581); Don Juan exploits this 
90SHC to better her social position. Tisbea discovers that Don Juan 
possesses a skill with language even better than her own. In their 
first exchanges, she responds to the words of Don Juan with a sense of 
irony. « D J: ^Ddnde estoy? T: Ya poddis ver:/en brazos de una m ujer.» 
(1.582-584), « D J: Vivo en vos, si en el mar muero./Ya perdf todo el 
recelo,/que me pudiera anegar,/pues del infierno del mar salgo a 
vuestro claro cielo....T: Muy grande aliento tendis/para venir sin
aliehto....Sin duda que habdis bebido/del mar la oracidn pasada.»
(1.584-588,597-598,605-606). She recognizes his mastery of words by
saying, "Mucho habldis" (1.694), but confesses her conflict between 
wanting to believe him and being suspicious of his words: "Casi te 
quiero creer;/mas sois los hombres traidores." (1.933-934). Still, she 
rapidly succumbs to him: "Por rris helado que estdis,/tanto fuego en 
vos tendis,/que en este m(o os arddis." (1.633-635). Within the hour, 
she has his promise to marry; it is a promise sworn by her "ojos 
bellos” (1.940), and she has forgotten her own words about honor: "Mi
honor conservo en pajas/como fruta sabrosa./vidrio guardado en 
ellas/para que no se rompa" (1.423-426). She seeks reassurance again 
When she protests without force his promise to be her husband, "Soy 
desigual/a tu ser" (1.929-930), to which Don Juan smoothly responds, 
"Amor es el rey/que iguala con justa ley/la seda con el sayal" (1.930- 
932). But still she can’t give up her doubts; repeatedly she begs, 
"iPlegue a Dios que no mintdis!" (1.696). Finally, against her better
judgement, she allows herself to be persuaded, and she becomes the
second woman to fall victim to Don Juan. ";Ay, choza, vil 
instrumento/de mi deshonra y mi infamiaL.jAh, falso huesped, que 
dejas una mujer deshonradaL.Engafidme el caballero/debajo de fe y 
palabra de marido, y profano/mi honestidad y mi cama./Gdzome al fin,
y yo propia/le di a su rigor las alas,/en dos yeguas que cri6,/con que 
me burld y se escapa." (1.999-1000,1007-1008.1017-1024) Thus she 
indicates that she is suffering from more than just a broken heart; her 
pride is also stung by the fact that he made his escape on her own
horses. Angered by the deception, she protests what he has done, that
his words were worthless, that society itself, the society which says 
that the promise of a gentleman, a caballero, is inviolate , has deceived
her. She can't help but admit, though, the irony of his actions: Don
Juan has avenged those men that she had treated with such scorn: "Yo 
soy la que hacfa siempre/de los hombres burla tanta:/que siempre las 
que hacen burla,/vienen a quedar burladas." (1.1013-1016) Thus the 
conquest of Tisbea is a mental seduction as much as a physical one; he 
didn't succeed in winning her complete trust, but she was sufficiently
convinced to allow him to achieve the physical conquest. It scarcely 
seems fair that, in a drama already so heavily laden with man 
triumphing over woman, a woman who has even the petty satisfaction 
or sense of control over her own destiny (by disdaining men) must be 
so thoroughly chastised to the point of humiliation.
The seduction of Dofta Ana succeeds in the same manner as that
of Doha Isabela: as with the first, Ana is already embroiled in her own 
manipulations; it is these that open the door to the meddlings of Don 
Juan. When he intercepts Ana's message inviting the Marquis de la 
Mota to come to her room, "Por que veas que te estimo/ven esta noche 
a la puerta,/que estara a las once abierta,/donde tu esperanza, 
primo./goces, y el fin de tu amor.” (II.290-294), the door is also opened 
to the bur la. But this trick isn’t a seduction like the others; Doha Ana 
sees through the deception before the conquest can be made: “jFalso! 
No eres el marquis,/que me has engaftado.” But Don Juan considers 
the deception to be a success, not because he has succeeded in the 
physical seduction of Doha Ana, but because he has stolen her honor; 
as he says, “el mayor/gusto que en mi puede haber/es burlar una 
mujer/y dejalla sin honor." (11.270-273). Ana, too, realizes that Don 
Juan has taken, if not her physical self, her honor: "^No hay quien 
mate este traidor,/homicida de mi honer?" (11.518-319). But he has also 
taken the honor of her father, Don Gonzalo: “La barbacaba cafda/de la 
torre de mi honor” (II.525-526) says the Portuguese4. This particular 
trick has an exorbitant price: the life of Don Gonzalo. As admits even 
Don Juan, “Cara la burla ha costado.” (11.555)
The seduction of Aminta is almost a work of art. It is the most 
difficult and the most complex of all the burlas\ or as Don Juan says.
4 In this society, the male's honor is tied directly to the honor of the woman: "La 
impureza o falta de virtud cn la mujer pondria cn grave pcligro la integridad dc la 
famitia y serfa una manifestacidn de falta de hombrfa en el var6n...En el caso dc un 
padre o de un hermano la infldelidad de la mujer atenta dircctamcntc contra la 
pureza dc su casta y la integridad moral de su propio hogar." (Correa. 103-104).
“La burla mis escogida/de todas ha de scr esta" (II .270-273). It isn't 
enough merely to trick the woman; he also includes her betrothed, 
Batricio, and her father, Gaseno, in his deception. As says Weinreb, 
“Tirso’s Don Juan repeatedly steals a woman away from her betrothed, 
thus achieving a double triumph, over the woman and the man."
(435). But Batricio makes it easy for the master seducer; when Don 
Juan approaches him, he almost doesn’t have to say anything, because 
Batricio already thinks it. « D J: Que ha muchos dias, Batricio,/que a 
Aminta el alma le di/y he gozado... B: <,Su honor?» (til.61-63). Don 
Juan lies to him, saying that the note from Dona Ana is from Aminta, 
but he also threatens, “Dad a vuestra vida un medio;/que le dare sin 
remedio/a quien lo impida, la muerte” (111.78-80). After all, he has just 
killed a man over a woman; it isn't so strange that he contemplates 
killing another. Batricio is conquered by a number of things, including 
that he had already teen expecting a disaster, and also by honor. He 
is convinced that he cannot compete with a nobleman, not even for his 
bride, who purportedly loves him. He appears terribly intimidated by 
Don Juan's status. He had insisted that “Bien dije que es mat agiiero/ 
en botes un poderoso” (II.734-735), and “En mis bodas, caballero,/jmal 
agiiero!'' (11.748-749); thus, Batricio is conquered in part because he had 
expected to be conquered, in a manner of a self-fulfilling prophecy.
But a te , he feels that his honor has been betrayed: “...el honor y la 
mujer/son males en opiniones...Gozala, seflor, mil afios./que yo quiero 
resistir,/desengafiar y morir,/y no vivir con engaftos.’’ (ill,83-84,97- ioo)
Don Juan gloats over this, explaining that, ‘‘Con el honor le vend/ 
porque siempre los villanos/tienen su honor en las manos,/y siempre 
miran por sf.” (III.101-104)
Don Juan then goes to Gaseno, the father of Aminta; he receives 
his permission to court his daughter. Indeed, Gaseno indicates an 
almost slavering eagerness to oblige the nobleman, as he tells him, "el 
alma mfa/en la muchacha os ofrezco." (III.150-151). However, it is 
Aminta herself who proves to be the most difficult obstacle in his path 
to seduction. She refuses his pretty words; even when she hears that 
Batricio has in effect left her. she orders Don Juan “Desvfa” (ill.228).
She says of his flattery, “jQud gran mentira!” (ill.230) So Don Juan is 
forced to use his most powerful weapon, that which achieved such 
success with Tisbea: his social position. “Yo soy noble Caballero,/ 
cabeza de la familia/de los Tenorios, antiguos/ganadores de Sevilla./ 
Mi padre, despuds del rey,/se reverencia y estima,/y en la corte, de 
sus labios/pende la muerte o la vida.” (til.233-242). But Aminta is 
more realistic than the fisherwoman; she still insists “No sd qud 
diga,/que se encubren tus verdades/con retdricas mentiras.” (HI.253- 
257) Finally, however, Don Juan convinces her that Batricio no longer 
wants her, it seems that Aminta, deserted by her betrothed and with 
her honor placed in jeopardy by this uninvited nocturnal visitor, tries 
to salvage what she can of the circumstances. Her weakness is her 
desire to be married (with her honor intact). But also, Aminta,
Batricio, y Gaseno, like Tisbea, are victims of the social order, which
believes that the verbal promise carries the force of a legal contract. 
They are, above all, victims of honor.
In truth, each consecutive burla has grown more costly. The 
first, Isabela, and the second, Tisbea, appear to have cost only the 
honor of the woman. The third, Ana, also cost the life of Don Gonzalo. 
The last, Aminta, drew from him the oath by God; it is this oath by 
which he makes himself vulnerable to the wrath of the Almighty, and 
by which he is ultimately damned.
The list of Don Juan's sins continues to grow. Each seduction 
adds, not only the stolen honor of the woman, but also something 
more. Alexander Parker believes that none of the four seductions 
committed by Don Juan is merely a sin of sexual indiscretion, but 
rather that each is aggravated by the extenuating circumstances. He 
cites as his examples, in the case of Isabela, that it was an act of 
treachery against his friend, Octavio, and above all, a sin committed at 
the royal court. Tisbea's dishonor was worsened by the betrayal of 
the law of hospitality, which should be sacred to the one receiving it. 
Tisbea herself says, "Derrotado le echo el mar;/dile vida y 
hospedaje,/y pagome esta amistad/con mentirme y engaflarme/con 
nombre de mi marido." (ill. 1001-1005). Parker continues in the same 
vein, in that the seduction of Ana is accompanied by a murder and 
another betrayal of a friendship. And finally, the seduction of Aminta 
profanes the sacrament of marriage (all 341).
I find Tisbea to be the most victimized of Don Juan's burladas;
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whereas the two noblewomen were already of questionable morals 
and intent* and Aminta was willing to disregard her marriage (thus all 
three commit their own manner of sin), TisbeaV only apparent 
wrongdoing lies in her repeated rejections of suitors, and her desire to 
better herself by way of social advancement. Therefore, while her 
motives in agreeing to Don Juan’s proposal are rather less than pure, 
they were also far from sinful.
m
As Mandrell indicates, there is a symmetry between the four 
seductions; Don Juan passes from noblewoman to fisherwoman to 
noblewoman to peasant (165). There is also a parallel in the manner 
of their seductions. The two peasant women are influenced to some 
extent by the promise of social advancement; the two noblewomen are 
caught in a trap of their own making: they are already involved (or, in 
the case of Ana* almost involved) in illicit love affairs of their own. 
These are the weaknesses that are exploited* with such success, by 
Don Juan.
But there are other victims: women aren’t the only ones. He also 
seduces the men in his life* particularly those of his own family. His 
father, Don Diego* and his uncle* Don Pedro, are two of the best 
examples.
Don Pedro is susceptible for two reasons: because of his
tolerance for youth (especially of his own blood), and because he fears 
losing the king’s favor, Don Juan claims in defense of his tricking Doha 
Isabela* "mozo soy y mozo fuiste;/y pues que de amor supiste /tenga
desculpa mi amor." (1.62-64). Don Pedro acts as if it were the right of 
youth to be free to play tricks and to deceive: "Esa mocedad te 
engana." (I 117). He also permits his nephew to flee because "Perdido 
soy si el rey sabe/este caso" (1.73-74). It is not simply through love, 
generosity or altruistic motives that Don Pedro protects Don Juan; he 
also has selfish reasons. He is more concerned with maintaining his 
own social position than he is with correcting his nephew's moral 
laxness.
Don Juan's father, Don Diego, is guilty of a similarly tolerant 
attitude toward his beloved son. "His basic assumption (is) that youth 
excuses all excesses." (Wardropper, 67). Youth is valued highly among 
the characters; Don Diego and Don Octavio argue this very subject:
« 0 :  Eres viejo. DD: Ya he sido mozo en Italia... O: Tienes ya la sangre 
helado/No vale fui, sino soy. DD: Pues fui y soy .»  (111.764-765.769-771). 
He also excuses the actions of his son to the king: "Gran sefior, en tus 
heroicas manos/esta...la vida de un hijo inobediente;/que, aunque 
mozo, gatlardo y valeroso,/y le Daman los mozos de su tiempo/el 
Hdctor de Sevilla, porque ha hecho/tantas y tan extrafias 
mocedades,/la razdn puede mucho." (If.37-44). He still insists that Don 
Juan's actions are results of youth, because "Su sangre clara/es tan 
honrada" (III.757-758). In addition to the fatherly role that Don Juan 
manipulates so cleverly, he also takes advantage of his father's social 
position, assuming that in any case, Don Diego will be able to extricate 
him from any situation that he gets himself into. As he tells Catalindn,
"Si es mi padre/el duefio de la justiciary cs la privanza del rey,/<,que 
tem es?" ( I I I .163-166).
Don Diego, however, is guilty of putting himself and his own 
reputation above any concern for his son, his king, or the duties of his 
position. Rather than take the role of father and properly castigate his 
son, he instead persuades the king to avoid harsh punishment. He is 
less than loyal to his king because he does not reveal the full truth 
concerning his son's activities--the king trusts him so much that he 
prepares a countship for Don Juan. He betrays his position by failing 
to punish his son, and by manipulating the king. In the end, it all 
catches up with him, as the king exclaims, ";Esto mis privados hacenl" 
(111.1027). On this topic, Wardropper indicates that the privados have a 
moral responsibility to subordinate personal feelings for the public 
good, and that Don Diego has betrayed this responsibility (p. 64).
Another male victim is his friend and accomplice, the Marques 
de la Mota. In his first appearance with Don Juan, the Marquis seems 
as corrupt as he is; they share stories about exploited women. His 
weakness is his trust in Don Juan (like so many others). It doesn't 
occur to De la Mota that, as Don Juan's companion, he too can be his 
victim. This blindness permits him to be deceived. The two friends 
scheme so that De la Mota can meet secretly with Ana; he doesn't 
realize that Don Juan has his own objectives. De la Mota realizes it too 
late: "iBurlaste, amigo? iQue hard?" (11.553). He still doesn’t realize 
that he has also been tricked, until Catalinon enlightens him:
"Tambien vos sois cl burlado." (III.554) When he is victimized, and 
imprisoned for the deeds of Don Juan, he protests to the king, "Pues 
tiempo, gran seflor,/que a luz verdades se saquen./sabrds que Don 
Juan Tenorio/la culpa que me impustaste/tuvo £1," (HI.1014-1018); and 
most importantly, that he had been betrayed by his friend, "pues 
como amigo,/pudo el cruel engaflarme" (iii.iii8-iii9).
Don Juan does not, however, escape entirety unscathed; 
eventually he, too, is tricked: the ghost of Don Gonzalo challenges his 
courage, and in answering this affront, damns himself: «D G : Dame esa 
mano;/no temas, la mano dame. DJ: ^Eso dices? 1 Y 0 temor?/;Que me 
abraso! ;no me abrases/con tu fuego!» (ill.946-950). El Comendador 
cleverly puts forth a challenge which Don Juan will not be able to 
refuse; to do so would be an affront to his honor. By taking the 
statue's hand, he is lost.
Each of Don Juan's victims loses something in the process of 
being tricked; some, like the honor of Tisbea and Aminta, are obvious. 
Others, however, are less so. Doha Isabela loses her honor and her 
reputation at court. Ana loses not only her honor, but her father. Don 
Diego loses the king's favor, and the Marquds loses, at least for the 
time that he is jailed, his freedom. Yet there is another loss that all of 
them share, as well: the betrayal of their trust, and, perhaps, the loss
of a bit of their faith in mankind.
The ease with which Don Juan accomplishes his conquests is 
somewhat unnerving; the reader occasionally finds him or herself
puzzled by the duplicity of Don Juan's victims. Perhaps part of their 
vulnerability can be found in the suggestion that they, like so many of 
the people of their time, and even today, are searching for something 
in which they can trust. The age into which they have been bom does 
not inspire a sense of stability and security; caught in the whirlwind 
between the old and the new, they are grasping at what was once 
trustworthy; for example, the word of a cahallero. Unfortunately, that 
word, like the gold and silver pouring into their country from the New 
World, has lost much of its value.
Parker says that there are no innocent victims; that "aiin cuando 
el personaje tragico sea vfctima de un mal que otro le causa, casi 
invariablemente ha contribuido a £1 por su propia culpa" (338). 
Weinreb infers much the same when she points out that "Don Juan's 
only innocent victim, Don Gonzalo, ultimately punishes him." (426). 
Whether it is referred to as blame or as a weakness, it is true that 
none of his victims is without flaw. Yet, ultimately, they cannot be 
blamed for their own susceptibility to Don Juan, for there is no one 
without flaw, no one who in some way could not be manipulated.
Even Don Juan himself would not be immune to the proper 
circumstances; his greatest weakness is, perhaps, his ego, and his 
voracious appetite for trickery.
IV. Two Don Juans:
The Romantic and the Baroque
The Romantic era of Spanish literature arrives in much the same 
way as the Baroque era did, some two hundred years previously, 
swept in by violence and the threat of impending change. Society's 
reaction is more or less split, between liberals who are desirous of this 
change—to the capitalist, democratic ways trickling down to them 
from the north—and conservatives, whose response is to return even 
more strongly to tradition and traditional values. The Romantic age is 
described as "...un m ndo de problemas y no de soluciones." 
(Casalduero, 137). It is the passing of an age: a religious, social and 
economic age that is difficult to leave behind. "Para resolver el 
pasado, habfa que conocerlo y, a la vez, poder insertarlo en el 
presente. Para ver bien el camino del futuro, hay que entender el 
presente." (Garfield and Schulman, 1S6). As the Napoleonic invasion 
encroaches upon Spanish soil, the people are roused from the apathy 
into which they had fallen during the last century, and begin to view 
the world as it pertains to themselves. The age of the Romantics is an 
age of transition.
The Romantic mind manifests itself in the arts, particularly 
literature and the theatre; as logic disappears, their view of the world 
becomes more subjective. Unwritten norms are ignored; nature 
develops a personality of her own, often seen as something
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unpredictable and hostile, sometimes as something inexpressibly 
beautiful. Language is exaggerated and emphasized; there are 
outpourings of emotion, floods of tears, ardent cries of love. The 
excitement and passion of the words themselves hypnotize the reader. 
A magic is woven which the spectator is helpless to resist. "IM grito, la 
exclamacion dan forma a la obra, y el lector o el espectador !o tinico 
que tienen que hacer, lo tinico que deben hacer es dejarse arrastrar 
por esa corriente lirica para verse tan pronto en la cresta de la pasidn 
como en los abismos de ella." (Casalduero, 141). The beauty of 
romantic literature is found less in what the words are saying and 
more in the way it is being said: the amount of depth and originality
in a work are considerably less important than the beauty and 
richness of the form. Old themes are often taken and reworked in 
new ways.
With this in mind, it comes as no surprise that, two hundred 
years after Tirso de Molina released his legendary figure. Don Juan, 
upon the stage, another Spanish playwright was inspired to create 
another great lover of the same name. Josd Zorrilla. as fascinated as 
the rest of us by the diabolical nature of the original Don Juan, gave 
birth to his own Don Juan Tenorio. This Don Juan is obviously a 
creation of a Romantic: in his letter to ln£s and later in person, his
passionate speech overflow's with exclamation and reference to nature. 
"Inds, alma de mi alma,/perpetuo iman de mi vida,/perla sin concha 
escondida/entre las algas del mar;/garza que nunca del nido/tender
osastes el vuelo/al didfano azul del cielo/para aprender a cruzar"
(I.ill.iii 259-266); and later, "iAh! t,No es cierto, dngel de amor,/que en 
csta apartada orilla/mis pura la luna brilla/y se respira mejor?/Este 
aura que vaga llena/de los sencillos olores/de las campesinas 
flores/que brota esa orilla amena;/ese agua limpia y serena/que 
atraviesa sin temor/la barca del pescador/que espera cantando el 
dia,/t,no es cierto, paloma mfa,/que estin respirando amor?"
(I.iv.iii.261-274). He also, however, bears striking resemblance to the 
earlier figure in some respects: "Tuvo un hijo este Don Diego/peor mil 
veces que el fuego,/un aborto del abismo./Un mozo sangriento y 
cruel,/que con tierra y cielo en guerra,/dicen que nada en la tierra/fue 
respetado por dl./Quimerista, seductor/y jugador con ventura,/no 
bubo para dl segura/vida, ni hacienda, ni honor." (Il.I.ii.70-80); in 
others, however, they are very different. A child of the Romantic era, 
Zorrilla's Don Juan is, in many ways, a more developed, perhaps even a 
more mature person than Tirso’s hero.
From the start, Zorrilla's play is different than that of Tirso's; 
instead of beginning in the midst of a bur la, it begins with the 
resolution of a wager. This is not to say that Don Juan is not a 
trickster; by the very nature of the bet, his ethics fall immediately 
suspect. Don Juan, of course, wins the wager; he has killed thiry-two 
men and seduced seventy-two women in the past year, whereas his 
companion Don Luis has killed only twenty-three men and seduced a 
mere fifty-six women. From Tirso's Don Juan's we gain impressions of
deception, destruction of honor, and pride in his own fearlessness; 
from Zorriila's we sense a strong feeling of pride and valor (";Jamas mi 
orgullo concibid que hubiere/nada mis que el valor...!" (Il.lii.i.i7-i8| 
and "jamls, ni muertos ni vivos,/humillarlis mi valor.” (ll.l.v.467-468|), 
which he appears to associate with a certain disregard for authority; 
"Jamls delante de un hombre/mi alt a cervix inclinl/ni he suplicado 
jamls/ni a mi padre, ni a mi rey." (I.IV.ix.571-574). Whereas Tirso's Don 
Juan will manipulate the men around him (for example, his father, his 
uncle, and the Marquis de la Mota) to his advantage, Zorriila's 
considers it beneath him to submit to any man. By far the majority of 
his deeds in the play are committed because of pride; he seduces Doha 
Ana because of the new wager he made with Don Luis: "Pues yo os 
complacerl/dobiemente, porque os digo/que a la novicia unirl/la 
dama de algun amigo/que para casarse estl....Yo os io apuesto si 
querlis." (I.i.xii.671-675.677) and which he feels honor-bound to fulfill. 
Just as the original Don Juan dishonored his friend, the Marquis', 
flame, so does the second Don Juan steal his friend's fiancle. He goes 
on to win Doha Inis in part because, as he tells her father, "sdlo una 
mujer como Ista/me falta para mi aquesta;/ved, pues, que apostada 
va." (I.I.xli 749-751), and in part, I believe, because her father tells him 
"mas desde hoy/no penslis en dofla Inls./Porque antes que 
consentir/en que se case con vos,/el sepulcro, jjuro a Dios!,/por mi 
mano la he de abrir." (I.I.xii.734-739); thus forbidden, the challenge is 
irresistible. Much later, he attends the supernatural supper of Don
Gonzalo because he is too proud to refuse or show fear. .He even lakes 
pride in his devilish reputation, taking steps to maintain it even when 
he no longer truly fits it: in the cemetary, he shocks the sculptor Hv
telling him that "Hombre es Don Juan que, a querer,/volvera el palacio
a hacer/encima del pant-edit/1 (M l ii.166K.8), whereas moments later, 
after the sculptor has left, he admits, "jMagmfica es, en verdad,/la idea 
de tal panteon!” (Il l iii.265*266)
Tirso’s figure is much more interested in and skillful at
manipulation than is Zorrillas; as I mentioned above, the original Don 
Juan takes time to woo and deceive his family and friends, thus 
including them in his world of deception. The only person who knows 
his true character from beginning to end is his manservant, Catalinbn. 
Zorrilla’s figure, on the other hand, is upfront with the men in his life; 
his father, Don Gonzalo, and Don Luis hold no illusions about the type 
of man that he is,
Zorrilla’s Don Juan is more of a planner than is Tirso’s. Whereas 
Tirso's hurlador takes advantages of the opportunities that seem to 
simply fall into his lap (for example, he is washed ashore into the 
arms of Tisbea; he intercepts Doha Ana’s love letter quite by accident; 
and he happens upon Aminta and her wedding while passing by), the 
Don Juan of Zorrilia makes his own opportunities for deception and 
seduction. He spends an entire year seeking out victims for his sword 
and for his passion in Rome, Spain, and Naples (Cuatrecasas indicates 
that Don Juan "No es un asesino, es un noWe pefeador que se ha
convencido a sf mismo de que realiza una simple demostracidn de su 
valor personal." [314]; while this is undoubtedly how Don Juan views 
himself, to the readei it is simply another example of his being a 
"hombre infernal" (l.H.iii.209)). Upon his return to Seville, he goes out 
of his way to pursue Ana and Inds (in the latter case going so far as to 
enlist the aid of her servants and to have her kidnapping already 
planned, including the tale of the convent fire).
Both Don Juans, on the other hand, are at conflict with society; 
both are proud, arrogant, and rebellious. Thus Zorrilla s hero 
possesses a fascination similar to that of Tirso's in the nature of "rebel 
against society", which I hive previously described; Cuatrecasas 
suggests that blind arrogance is a central part of the tenoriesco 
personality, and that this arrogance finds a fundamental expression in 
flaunting religious authority and paternal respect (313). I agree with 
his assessment, but am not so sure that the arrogance is blind; it 
strikes me as being more simply a matter of not caring. Even at the 
death of Tirso's figure, when he demands of the statue "Deja que 
llame/quien me confiese y absuelva." (III.966-967) and the statue 
refuses, Don Juan doesn't appear concerned enough to beg for mercy, 
thus remaining arrogant to the end. Zorrilla's figure, on the other 
hand, repents and cries to the heavens, ";Seftor, ten piedad de mf!"
(II.III.ii. 170). His arrogance is lost when he suddenly becomes 
concerned for his immortal soul.
Ramiro de Maeztu is quoted as saying "Aunque el tipo de Don
Juan de Zorrilla sea subsiancialmente ei mismo que el de Tirso, Zorritla 
le ha afiadido un elemento dc amor que potencia su interds humano, 
multiplica su faceta y redime su figure moral." (Cuatrecasas, 304). 
Indeed, it is this element of love that ultimately saves Don Juan; he 
begins to understand the existence of a higher good, of something 
outside of and beyond himself. Tirso's burlado' lacks this awareness of 
others, except in how they relate to himself; he is stubborn and 
unyielding to the end, fearing nothing except fear itself ("t,Yo temor?" 
[111.948]). He would undoubtedly view his successor's more (however 
faint) outward orientation as a sign of weakness. Tirso's Don Juan is a 
solipsist to the end.
A major characteristic of Zorrilla's Don Juan which Tirso's faults 
is the ability to feel regret. He cries out in the cemetery, "Sf, despuds 
de tantos afios/cuyos recuerdos me espantan,/siento que en mf se 
levantan/pensamientos en mf extraffos." (H.l.iii.277-280). and "Inocente 
Doha Inds,/cuya hermosa juventud/encerrd en el ataud/quien 
llorando esti a tus pies;/si de esa piedra a travds/puedes mirar la 
amargura/del alma que tu hermosura/adord con tanto afdn/prepara 
un lado a Don Juan/en tu misma sepulture.” (li.i.iii.305-314). Indeed, 
Don Juan lives to regret many things; so many that he doubts his 
ability to be forgiven, "jlmposible! ;En un momento/borrar treinta 
afios malditos/de crfmenes y deiitos!" (ll.ill.ii.105-107) He admits the 
sheer magnitude of his crimes and the possibility of repentance, "Los 
[crfmenes] ve...y con horrible afdni/porque al ver su rr.!iltitud,/ve a
Dios en la plenitud/de su ira contra Don Juan./;Ah! Por doquiera que 
fui/la razon atropelle./la virtnd escarneci'/v a la justicia buri6,/y 
emponzofltf cuanto vi./Yo a las cabafias baj£/y a los palacios subi,/y los 
claustros escall" (ll.lll.it.125-136), and insists, "y pucs tal mi vida 
fue,/no, no hay perdon para mi." (II.lll.ii.!37-138). There is a 
premonition early in the play concerning the role i . Dona Ines in Don 
Juan's salvation, when he tells her father, "Su amor me torna en otro 
hombre/regenerando mi ser,/y ella puede hacer un angel/de quien un 
demonio fue." (l.lV.ix.399-602), already indicating that he possesses, at 
least subconsciously, some desire to be saved. He later remarks 
bitterly, "al cielo una vez llamo/con voces de penitencia,/y el cielo, en 
trance tan fuerte,/allf mis mo le metio./que a dos inocentcs dio./para 
salvarse, la muerte." (Il.l.ii 175-180). Eventually, this desire for 
forgiveness becomes so strong, that in spite of his doubts, even Don 
Juan begs for mercy, "yo, Santo Dios, creo en Ti:/si es mi maldad 
inaudita,/tu piedad es infinita.../iSehor, ten piedad de mi!" (II.III.ii.167- 
170)
The greatest similarity and greatest difference between the two 
Don Juans exists in their deaths. Both are highly problematic, both die 
under similar circumstances, yet one is swept into the depths of hell, 
and the other is taken to heaven. How is it that they arrive at such 
different ends?
I have given several hints at this answer already: they are two
very different people, with different priorities and different mindsets.
Tirso’s Don Juan is a highly independent, extremely stubborn 
individual who gives his own self-determination overriding 
importance. He can no more admit weakness than he can undo the 
seductions he has done. He is primarily a man of action, not a man of 
reflection. Zorrilla’s Don Juan, on the other hand, is a man capable of 
change, as indicated by his words in the cemetary: "jHermosa noche...!
jay de mfl/jCuantas como esta tan puras/en infames aventuras/ 
desatinado perdil/iCuantas, al mismo fulgor/de esa luna transparente, 
/arranque a algtin inocente/la existencia o el honor!" (ll.l.iii,26U-27fi).
He learns humility and how to regret.
There is another intriguing agent at work in one drama which 
the other lacks: Tirso's Don Juan has no Ines. That is to sav, there isr
no saving factor of love, because no one loves him. He is a burlador 
extraordinaire, yet he never completely wins anyone over the way 
that the zorrillesco figure does. Love is never mentioned in more than 
a superficial manner; the two peasant women are using him, one 
noblewoman believes that he is someone else, the other chases him 
off. Even his father and uncle are more concerned with their family 
name and maintaining the king's favor than they are with Don Juan. 
Simply no one loves him. Zorrilla's figure is much more evil; in sheer 
numbers, he has committed more outrages -seductions and murders-- 
than has his predecessor. Yet he receives the gift of eternal life. This 
is because someone loved him enough to make the ultimate sacrifice 
for him: her immortal soul. There can be no doubt that, without Ines,
Don Juan would have joined his namesake in hell. And one cannot 
help hut think that, had he been the recipient of such a love as his 
successor, the first Don Juan could and would also have been saved.
In the end, both must die. In Tirso's version, Don Juar. is a rebel 
who first demands the opportunity to repent, "Deja que llame/quien 
me confiese y absuelva.", but when he is denied, refuses to beg; he 
must be put down. In this sense, he actually triumphs over God; by 
refusing to be saved, he forces God to destroy him in order to 
reestablish society's rule. It is, unfortunately, a triumph which he 
cannot savour.
Zorrilla's hero, on the other hand, does repent, yet dies just the 
same. It is clear that he must, because, as Fcal puts it, "Don Juan 
either perishes completely or, if he survives as an individual, dies as 
Don Juan." (p. 383). Don Juan is an image; in some ways, an ideal 
(albeit an ugly one). This ideal consists of his reputation lor trickery, 
seduction, and even bravery (for his courage in facing the men he 
murdered and the Comendador); to some, such as Centellas and 
Avellaneda, he is very nearly a hero by way of his very wickedness. 
As Centellas says, "Don Juan Tenorio se sabe/que es la nids mala 
cabeza/del orbe, y no hubo hombre alguno/que aventajarla pudicra 
con/solo su inclinacion", (I.I.x.287-291) and later describes himself and 
Avellaneda to Don Juan as "hombres cuyo corazon/vuestra amistud 
atesora" (ll.i.vi.485-486). Don Juan cannot be allowed to live, because if 
he does, he will no longer be Don Juan, the great lover, the great
deceiver, the great "hero". In order that his image survive, his body 
must die.
Thus are the conflicts resolved; one by refusing to yield, the 
other by surrendering. Both die, but in doing so, become legendary, 
because they have not betrayed everything they have done, 
everything they have lived for. As Zorrilla's hero says himself, "yo soy 
siempre Don Juan” (lt.Il.vi.525).
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Zorrilla's Don Juan, tike Tirso's, is a schemer, a manipulator, a 
deceiver. Like Tirso's, we watch his manipulations of the people 
around him: his father, Don Diego, his friend, Don Luis, and a woman. 
Doha lnds. Unlike Tirso's, however, we are not permitted to witness 
multiple conquests and seductions; we are allowed only to know the 
quantity, not the style, of them. Also, in a manner different than el 
burlador, Don Juan himself is ultimately manipulated by the ghost of 
Don Gonzalo, Doha Inis’ father.
The first acquaintance of Don Juan's that we encounter is Don 
Luis Mejia; although we are first led to believe by the very nature of 
their bet that they are friends, we slowly realize that they are really 
nothing of the sort They do not hesitate to cheat in their most recent 
wager (concerning Doiia Ana and Doha Inis): each attempts to have
the other temporarily abducted in an effort to prevent the other from 
winning the wager. Luis' true opinion of Don Juan is that he is "un 
hombre infernal" (l.ll.iii.2(>9). Cuatrecasas suggests that, in comparing 
Don Luis and Don Juan, Luis is “un tipo opuesto...en el que el aspecto 
sexual queda fuera de combate. es de rasgos tan parecidos y tan 
'espaAoles' al del Tenorio,...la extraccidn de un buen ntimero de rasgos 
que caracterizan la personalidad y la 'espaAolidad' del hiroe de 
Zorrilla." (Cuatrecasas, 308). It seems more clear, however, that they 
are not opposites, but rather near doubles. They both take part in the
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gory opening wager, thus indicating a shared sense of "values" of 
seduction and murder. Both are very proud; Don Luis cannot refuse 
Don Juan's second challenge, even when he knows that his beloved 
Ana is at stake. Don Juan eventually kills Don Luis, of course, after 
Don Luis arrives with the intention of doing the same to Don Juan. Don 
Juan attempts to deflect the situation, and let bygones be bygones 
(which, he admits, he can afford to do, since he has won the last wager 
by seducing Doha Ana), "Y por mostraros mejor/mi generosa 
hidalgufa./decid si aun puedo, Mejfa./satisfaeer vuestro honor.,'Leal la 
apucsta os gan. ;/mas si tanto os ha escocido/remedio, y Ic aplicare."
(I.iv.vi.443-450). His generous offer is refused, and he kills he who has 
become his rival. In a sense. Don Juan follows in Don Luis’ footsteps; 
Don Luis had fallen in love (with Doha Ana) and was prepared to 
marry and, it would seem, change his lifestyle; a very short time later. 
Don Juan too feels a similar change of heart and wishes to marry Doha 
Ines.
Don Diego is present for only one brief scene, but in that solitary 
scene, anger and bitterness abound. Don Diego, horrified and crushed 
by the truth about his beloved son, condemns him "vil Don Juan, 
porque recelo/que hay algun rayo en el cieio/preparado a aniliquartc." 
(l.I.xii.753-755), refuses him "Mientes, no lo fui |tu padre) jamas"
(l.l.xii.780), and denies him "mas nunca vuelvas a m(/no te conozco, Don 
Juan." (l.l.xii.766-777). Don Juan saves face by flaunting his arrogance 
and disrespect: "vas ved que os quiero advertir/que yo no os he ido a
pedir/jamas que me perdoneis./Conque no pasgis afd >/de aqut en 
adelante por mi,/que como vivid hasta aqut,/vivira siempre Don Juan.* 
(l.lvxii.793-799). We discover later that Don Diego disinherits his son, 
"Don Diego/le abandono desde luego/desheredandole." (II.I.ii.134-136); 
although Don Juan brushes it off as being of little importance, MHa 
sido/para Don Juan poco dafio/dse, porque la fortuna/va tras el desde 
la cuna," (II.I.ii.136-139), it still shows just to what extent their 
relationship had ended. Thus Don Juan has been disowned by his 
father both emotionally and financially. This differs greatly from the 
attitude of Tirso's father figure; in part perhaps because Zorrilla’s 
protagonist is much more vile. The original Don Diego, as I have 
mentioned before, was much more concerned with saving his own 
reputation and position with the king than he was abotc his son; he 
was never fully aware of, nor particularly cared about, the activities in 
which Don Juan was involved. He was prepared to take the simpler 
route and attempt to avoid embarrassment by protecting his son, 
rather than confronting him with the wrongness of his deed*. This 
newer Don Diego is quite the opposite. This father figure is much 
harsher, much less willing to be generous and forgiving. Shamed by 
son’s atrocious actions, he casts him away.
Don Juan's relationship with Don Gonzalo and his subsequent 
spiritual aspect is one filled not only with conflict, but also with 
symbolism. There is a certain structure in the play in that it both 
opens and closes with a supper, and Don Gonzalo is present at both.
ISHe plays not only a paternal rol 
representative of God. He is a
offended father, the ruined honor
so a godly one; he 
of society's outrage: the 
is always angry, always
vengeful. He is also a symbol of society searching fruitlessly for 
justice in an unjust world: when he rightfully attempts to regain his
daughter from Don Juan's house, he is killed; when he attempts to take 
Don Juan to hell as he deserves, Don Juan is saved (by his own 
daughter, no less, in what can only be described as a figurative slap in 
the face) and slips once more from his grasp. While Zorrilla's play is 
rich with hope-if someone as thoroughly wicked as Don Juan can be
saved, then there is hope that everyone can be saved-, there is also 
also a faint, insiduous sense of injustice, in that such a terrible figure 
as Don Juan is, saved. It creates a paradoxical mix of hope and 
resentment in the breast of the reader.
Don Juan on different occasions insults, laughs at, and apologizes 
to Don Gonzalo. In their first encounter, Don Juan calls him a "viejo 
insane" (l.i.xii.724), and mocks him, "Me haceis refr, Don Gonzalo;/pues 
venirme a provocar,/es como ir a amenazar/a un leon ton un mal 
palo." (I.I.xii.740-743). Later, however, he goes to his knees to request 
the chance to atone for his wrong*: "lo que te puede ofrecer/el audaz 
Don Juan Tenorio/de rodillas a tus pies.” (l.iv.ix.604-606); he is, 
naturally enough, refused. And much later, in his closest attempt to 
an apology, he admits ”Tu eres el mas ofendido" (ll.l.vi.572).
Don Juan's relationship with Doha lues is the most complex of all.
Not only are their feelings for each other something to be studied (as 
Carlos Feal points out, it is a love founded on a remarkable ignorance 
of each other's personality |379j), but also the implications and 
consequences that these feelings have on a grander, even supernatural 
scale. Doha Inds herself is something of a marvel: a woman beyond 
compare. "Fuera vano buscar por todas las obras literarias del mundo 
una figura de mujer con espiritualidad y delicadeza bastantes para ser 
digna de compararse siquiera a esta Doha Ines de Ulloa." (Oteyza, 79). 
Ruiz Ramdn defines her as "simbolo de la virtud y la inocencia 
femeninas." (p. 390). Indeed, Ines in a veritable fount of virtue: as 
her duefta, Brfgida describes her, "No cuenta la pobrecilla/diez y siete 
primaveras,/y atin virgen a las primeras/impresiones del amor"
(l.II.ix.423-426), and when Don Juan inquires about her appearance, she 
replies, "jOh! Como un dngel." (i.n.ix.447). La Abadesa tells her "Sois 
joven, cdndida y buena...con vuestra inocente vida,/la virtud del no 
saber" (l.lll.i.5,55-56). Even in death she is beautiful; as the sculptor 
says, "jPor Dios,/que dormida la cre(!/La muerte fue tan piado&a/con 
su cdndida hermosura/que la envid la frescura/y his tintas de la 
rosa.“(11.t.ii.211-216). A woman of youth, purity, honor ("mas tengo 
honor./Noble soy, Brfgida, y sd/que la casa de Don Juan/no es buen 
sitio para m f (i.tv.ii.(79-1»21), and innocence, she still possesses a 
strength beyond imagining, as shown by her willingness to forsake 
even eternity in heaven m an effort to save Don Juan's soul.
emotion. He feels the beginnings of an emotion for her when Brfgida 
speaks to him of her, which he describes as "Tan incentiva pintura/los 
sentidos me enajena,/y el alma ardiente me llena,/de su insensata 
pasion./Empez6 por una apuesta./siguio por un devaneo./engendro 
luego un deseo,/y hoy me quema el corazon." (l.ll.ix.47i-47K). He wins 
her by deceit; by kidnapping her and taking her to his house, then 
explaining (through Brigida) that she came to be there because of a 
fire at the convent, he manipulates her into a situation wherein she is 
at his mercy, unable (and later unwilling) to escape from his magnetic 
persuasion. Mis "love", it can be argued, is not for Doha Inds herself, 
but rather for the ideal woman that she represents; he is enamored of 
her virtue, as he later explains to Inds' father, "No amd la hermosura 
en elia./ni sus gracias adord;/lo que adoro es la virtud,/Don Gonzalo. 
en Doha Inds." (I.iv.ix.591-594). Much later, in the cemetery, he admits 
to her statue that "En ti r.ada mds pensd/desde que se fue de ti” 
(11.1.111.295*296). This, then, is not love; even at their death, the reader 
is left wondering if his love is sincere, or if it is merely a convenience 
in order to save himself.
A suspicious reader might even go so far as to accuse him of 
using her to gain his own ends; it depends entirely on whether or not 
the reader believes his earlier declarations of love to be sincere. After 
all, after sending a passionate love letter to her and kidnapping her. 
he goes off to complete the requirements needed to win his last wager 
with Qemi M s: namely, he seduces Dole An#, He then returns fo lnds
with more outpourings of love--and then flees from her in order to 
escape reparation for his killings of Don Luis and Don Gonzalo.
Perhaps he does suddenly discover a reservoir of love within himself, 
but if it is only found under penalty of damnation, it cannot to be 
trusted.
The love of Doha Inds, on the other hand, is deep, sincere, and 
eternal. In one so innocent, so inexperienced, such a love is to be 
marvelled at; yet perhaps it is precisely her innocence that gives her 
love such strength. Where there is no experience with treachery, 
there can be no doubt or suspicion to weaken the emotion. In her 
exchanges with Don Juan, there is never even a breath of sexuality; 
thus her love remains chaste and her character unsullied. Inds 
quickly comes to love Don Juan even more than her own father; upon 
discovering Don Gonxalo's death and Don Juan's disappearance, she 
cries, HjAy! ^Do estis, Don Juan, qee aquf/me olvidas en tal dolor?” 
0>iV.xi.72l-722), and when a shout goes up for vengeance on her behalf, 
she insists, “Pero no contra Don Juan." (uv.xi.730). Indeed, Feal 
suggests tbm D m  Juan taut taken (intentionally or no) the role o f 
saviour, rosotsissg the ntsi^ ten front the convent in which site wns 
placed by hw oppressive father (377), ;
Here begins the problematic aspect of lnds. As her love for Don 
Juan begins to transcend her love for her father; it also begins to 
transcend her love for God. One of the greatest spiritual crimes a 
pane* can commit is to pm dm love of another person or thing above
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their love of God; Inds places her love for this particularly sinful 
mortal above even her desire for eternal life. It begins to hint at 
depths to Inds' character that couldn't be suspected from listening to 
Brfgida or la Abadesa. God Himself seems a bit petulant when Inds 
recounts His response to her desire to save Don Juan: "me dijo: 
«Espera a Don Juan/cn tu misma sepultura./Y pues quieres ser tan 
fiel/a un amor de Sataniis,/con Don Juan te salvaras./o te perderas con 
dl./Por i l  vela mas si cruel/te desprecia tu ternura./y en su torpeza y 
locura/sigue con bdrbaro afiin,/lldvese tu alma Don Juan/de tu misma 
sepultura»" (ll.l.iv.363-374). She is more stubborn, passionate, and 
loyal than ever could have been suspected from the sweet but vapid 
descriptions given by those around her. This passion and 
stubbornness is apparent by her defiance of God in order to rescue 
him, and her loyalty shows through her patience in waiting within her 
own statue for Ms return.
At Don Juan's death, he is saved by the very purity and 
innocence to which he was attracted in the first place: she "ofrecid a! 
Dies so ahna pura en precio del atma dc su amado" (Oteyza, 84). As 
f Ttphrtitft to him, "Yo a Dios mi alma ofrecf/en precio de tu alma 
impura" (ll.l.iv.359*360) and "Yo mi alma de dado por ti*/y Dios te 
otorga por mf/tu dudosa salvacidn." <tt,ill.Hi. 188*190). She 
acknowledges that few will understand: "Misterio es que en
comprensi6n/no cabe de criatura;/y sdlo en vida m4s pura/los justos 
co tip tiidw in /pa  el mtor salvd a Don i«an* Oi.iii.iii. 19M95). It is
necessary that Inis dies; otherwise her love would eventually in some 
manner demean her (most likely through the consummation of this 
love), and her flawless virtue, her perfect innocence, and her youthful 
purity would be lost.
From a female standpoint, there are a hundred things wrong 
with this view of the pure, virtuous, unsullied, self-sacrificial woman. 
She is not a woman, she is a fantasy; one man's (Zorilla's, and through 
him, Don Juan's) fantasy of the ideal woman-although, judging from 
critical response (such as Oteyza, whom I have cited previously), he is 
not alone. It could undoubtedly be argued that that is the purpose of 
literature: to create fantasies on paper; yet why is it that Don Luis and 
Don Juan may suffer from extreme moral turpitude and be excused for 
it, whereas Inds mum be as pure as the driven snow, and must then 
die before she can be "dirtied"? She is portrayed as dying for want of 
Mm; she died, it is said, "...de sentimiento/cuando de nuevo al 
convento/ abandonada volvid/por Don Juan." (II.I.ii.206-209), implying 
that she is weak, unable to live without him. A woman who possesses 
die incredible courage necessary to dare to challenge God as she did 
can scarcely be credited with the lack of fortitude that is attributed to 
ln<s in her last days of life. I do not believe that she would quietly lie 
down and die when he left. She is denigrated to a passive rote, being 
acted upon by the forces around her rather than exerting her own 
strength and causing them to act. She is exploited in order to benefit 
Don Juan; her soul is bartered to rescue his. It borders on offensive
that, according to Zorrilia, even God is willing to let her soul fall 
because of this man; rather than give her the opportunity to save him 
and then give her heaven regardless of faii choice, she is pushed into a 
secondary role, her eternal life hinging on the choice of this morally 
corrupt male. I described her earlier as stubborn, passionate, and 
loyal; this would undoubtedly strike some of her fans as being wholly 
uncomplimentary and leave them horrified. It is shameful that a 
woman must not be a person, but must rather be an image of someone 
else's unrealistic expectations of perfection.
Don Juan has no cordial relationships with people of his own 
social class; his only "friends" are servants and soldiers. Disowned by 
his father, threatened by his friend, cursed by Don Gonzalo, he finds 
approval only in the eyes of Doha ines, who even goes so far (however 
problematic it may be) as to sacrifice her soul for him. He is, as i have 
said, a schemer, a manipulator, a deceiver. Driven by pride, he forgoes 
all that is important in this world, and almost misses what is 
important in the next. He is selfish and self-centered (concerned only 
with winning the bets, utterly unconcerned with the devastating effect 
that it may-and does-have on those about him), with no regard to 
the future. He does not discover the "weaker" emotions, such as love 
and fear, until the end of his life-and, as it turns out, the "weak" 
emotion of love possesses enough power to save even him. Thus, 
unlike Tirso's Don Juan, who never discovers them, he learns humility 
well enough to allow his own salvation.
One of the differences between the two figures lies in their 
manner of relationships. Whereas Tirso's Don Juan "nurtures" his male 
relationships for entirely selfish reasons. Zorrilla's protagonist 
seemingly has no real need of them. The original Don Juan uses 
people shamelessly, without remorse. His uncle, his father, his friend, 
and, of course, the women he encounte s, all become his victims; he 
takes what he wants from the relationships, whether favors, 
protection, or a notch in his belt, without any concern for the person 
or the consequences. They, however, use him, too, whether hoping for 
social advancement or trying to protect their own interests. His 
successor is also interested in notches-as evidenced by the detailed 
list of murders and conquests which he keeps-and unconcerned with 
friendship, but is considerable less interested in maintaining the favor 
of his father. He is arrogantly independent and proud.
There is little love found in the first Don Juan's life; his 
relationships are shallow and empty. There is never any depth, any 
commitment (an easily broken promise scarcely counts as genuine 
commitment), any love in any of them. The second Don Juan, although 
uncaring about most of his ties, finds the love of a lifetime-even of an 
eternal lifetime-that most can only ever dream about. Such 
similarities and disparities between the figures is part of the 
fascination in comparing them, part of the fascination in studying 
them closely and seeing what makes each one who he is; an 
individual as complex and interesting as any person who ever lived.
Don Juan: womanizer, manipulator, deceiver. Yet for all his 
unattractive qualities, he still manages to seduce his audiences as well 
as his victims. He is both hero and unhero; he attracts even ;‘.s he 
repels. Thus has he captivated readers for three hundred and fifty 
years, and thus, no doubt, he will continue to do so.
Whether studying Tirso's burlador or Zorrilla's Don Juan, some 
central characteristics can be seen: the fine art of seduction, achieved 
through an incomparable mastery of language, the same lack of 
sincerity and honor, the same attitude of doubt and challenge directed 
toward the supernatural. Although differences exist, they more 
resemble variations in degree rather than actual differences; for 
example, Tirso's Don Juan is much more single-minded in his pursuit 
of pleasure and takes advantage of it where he finds it, whereas 
Zorrilla's figure is more willing to plan for it. Both are bom into a time 
when their society is in an uproar, and neither feels much 
responsibility toward God.
For the most part, the successful seductions of both Don Juans 
are based on appearance. The first ‘eduction of the first Don Juan, in 
which Isabela assumes him to be Don Octavio, is successful because, in 
the dark, he appears to be her lover. He is successful with the peasant 
women because, based upon his words, he appears to be a caballero. 
The Marquds is deceived because Don Juan appears to be a friend. 
Zorrilla's play, too, is rife with the subject of appearance. In the first 
scene of the first act, both Don Diego and Don Gonzalo are disguised
with masks; their appearance is altered. Don Juan wins Ines by 
appearing to be something that he is not: a truthful, honorable,
impassioned lover. Thus words as well as physical appearance can be 
a mask, hiding the truth, disguising reality.
Each Don Juan represents his era of society as well as his era of 
theatre. The world of the baroque was a rather bleak world, filled 
with guilt; the spiritual world operated under the constant threat of 
punishment by damnation. It also minimized, at least in Don Juan's 
case and to his detriment, the aspect of love. The romantic world was 
quite the opposite: it possessed a more hopeful outlook, and the
theme of love was all-powerful, all-encompassing.
Don Juan is a timeless figure; as long as there are men and 
women, there will be some attempts at sexual conquest between them. 
These two Spanish playwrights have done a spectacular job creating a 
figure who causes as much emotion in his audiences as he does in his 
victims. Whether the unrepentant trickster of Tirso or the romantic 
adventurer of Zorrilla, Don Juan will continue to attract and repel 
readers as long as there is literature and theatre. As he himself says, 
"vivird siempre Don Juan" (u.xii.799).
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